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I. INTRODUCTION 
The  purpose of this note is to define a family (~, of sets of words  that 
is, in some sense, the simplest natural generalization of the family ~0' of 
Kleene's (19.56) regular events (cf, also, Bar-Hillel and  Shamir  (1960) 
and  Shepherdson (1959) and  be low for an abstract definition). However ,  
even if this point of v iew constitutes the main  motivation and  if it 
suggests the terminology, our treatment of the question will be entirely 
algebraic. In fact this paper can be considered as an attempt towards a 
classification of the (infinite) mono ids  of finite dimensional rational 
matrices which  are the semidirect sum of finite monoids. A discussion 
of these points is to be found in Schiitzenberger (1962). 
The set of F of the so-called input words (that is, the free rnonoid F 
generated by the finite set X = {x~} ) is assumed to be fixed. We recall 
that according to Bar-Hillel and Shamir (1960) a regular event F' is a 
subset F '  of F such that ~-lq~F' = F'  for some holnomorphism q~ of F 
into a finite monoid and our construction hinges upon the algorithm 
described in the following definition. 
DEFINITIO:N. A finite counting aulomation ~ of order q is the integral 
valued function of F that is given by: 
(i) A finite set of (qj + l)-tuples (~j) = (F~-.~ F'  F '  , ~ ,2 ,  ' ' '  , ; ,q ,+ i )  o f  
regular eventsF '  (1 < j < M;q~,q2 ,  q~ < q) 
(it) A polynomial t~ (with integral coefficients) in the variates 
0/1 ~ O~2 ~ " " " ~ OLM . 
For each word f of F, ~f = fl(alf, a2f, . . .  , aMf) where for each j, aft 
denotes the number of faetorizations f = f l f2"" fq~+l  of f into q, +1 
Ft  , ,  , . words such thatf~ ~ ~1,f2 E F j~,  • ,fq~+~ +I  
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The functions a~. themselves will be called counters and we shall say 
that ~ is a linear finite counting automaton if t~ reduces to a linear combi- 
nation of the a/s.  
For instance, a counter a of order zero is defined by a single regular 
event F' and by the rule af = 1 if f 6 F', af = 0, otherwise. Hence, 
here a is, in fact, the characteristic function of F'. 
Reciprocally, we define the support F'(~) of the finite counting auto- 
maton ~ as the set of words F'(~) = If 6 F:~f ~ 0}. 
It is easily verified that any finite counting automaton is equal to a 
linear one of sufficiently higher order and, denoting by (Rg the family of 
the supports of the linear finite counting automata of order q, we shall 
finally define ~.  as the union Uq~e ~.  
Clearly (~0 ~ (the family of regular events) is a subset of (R. and it can 
be shown without difficulty that ~01 = 5~0. In order to show that the 
finite counting automata llow operations exceeding the power of the 
conventional one way one tape automata of Rabin and Scott (1959) it 
suffices to consider the following example (cf. Elgot (1956)): 
Let the regular event Fx~ be defined by the condition that the word 
f belongs to F~ if and only if its last letter is xl. The counter of order 
one a l ,  defined by the pair (F~ , F), enumerates the number of times 
x~ appears in the input word f. Taking, for instance, t~ = al -- a2, the 
corresponding linear counting automaton fl is such that f belongs to 
F'(B) if and only if it does not contain as manyx~'s as x2's. Obviously 
with the same type of counters, but with a polynomial t~' of order three 
or more, the problem of deciding if Fr(~ ') is or is not equal to F (or if 
it is or is not the complement ofa finite set of words) leads to the classical 
difficulties of diophantine analysis. Hence, there is some interest in 
obtaining an independent characterization f the parameter q. For this 
purpose let us say that deg ~ = qr if q' is the least integer such that for 
all nonempty words f the absolute value of f~f is bounded by a constant 
multiple of the q'th power I f  [ q' of the length I f  [ of f. It is trivial that 
deg fl is finite for any finite counting automaton because for any q'~ > 0 
the total number of factorizations of a word f into q" -~ 1 factors is 
itself bounded by a constant multiple of I f  I q" 
Our main result (to be proved in Section II) is that for any finite 
counting automaton f~: (i) deg ~ is equal to the greatest lower 
bound of the (not necessarily integral) numbers r => 0 such that 
li-m I] I~  If/-~ I 5f] -- 0. (ii) There exists a linear finite counting 
automaton identically equal to ~ whose order is precisely deg ft. 
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In fact each linear finite counting automaton fl with deg ~ = q > 0 
is closely associated with an extension by a finite monoid of a free 
nilpotent group of class at most q (of a free abelian group if q = 1). 
We intend to examine the special case of (~1 and 615 in another paper. 
In the last section of this paper we verify that (R, is closed with respect 
to the operations of union, intersection, and set product and, by way of 
counterexamples, we show that nothing more of Kleene's (1956) theorem 
remains valid for 6t , .  
It may be mentioned that the family (it. is a special case of the more 
general family of sets of words defined in Schtitzenberger (1961) and 
that it could be partially characterized by adding the following re- 
striction to (a), (b), • • - (e) of Schtitzenberger (1961, p. 245). 
(f). The ratio of the amount of information stored in the internal 
memory to the amount brought to the machine tends to zero with the 
length of the input word. 
In the remainder of this section we reduce our original definition to a 
simpler form and we prove a few elementary results needed in Section II. 
1.1. Every finite counting automaton is equal to a linear one. 
PROOF. It  is sufficient o prove that if a and a' are two counters, the 
function ~ defined by the identity flf = a fd f  is equal to a linear finite 
automaton, and to use induction on the degree of the polynomial ~. 
Let us recall first that to any finite family /F J} of regular events 
F / there  corresponds an homomorphism 9 of the monoid F onto a finite 
quotient monoid H = eF, and a collection IH/} of subsets of H such 
that f  6 Fj '  if and only if 9f C H /  (Bar-Hillel and Shamir (1960)). 
Hence to any counter a defined by a (q + 1)-tuple (FJ, F2 ~, .- .  
Fq+~) of regular events contained in the family I F~'}, we can associate 
the finite set of all the (q + 1)-tuples (a~.) = (h~ , h~ , . . .  , hi~+,) of 
elements of H which are such that 
h~ C H~', hi~ q //2 ', . . . ,  hi~+~ ~ H~0+~ 
Then a is equal to the linear finite counting automaton ~ a~, where 
for each i and input word f the counter a~ enumerates the number of 
distinct factorizations f = f~f2 . ." fq+~ such that 
Let us say that this factorization is proper if none of the words f~ 
is the empty word. For any (q + 1)-tuple (h~, h2, . . -  , hq+~) of ele- 
ments of H -- F, we say that the function ~ of F is a ~-counter if it 
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enumerates the number of proper factorizations with 
~fl -= h i ,  ¢~fe = h~, ' " ,  ~fq+l = hq+l 
or, as we shall say, if it enumerates the number of a-factorizations of
the input word. It is clear that any of the counters at above is equal to 
the sum of the ~-counters defined by the same (q -t- 1)-tuple and of all 
the  (2 q+l --  2) f-counters defined by the (q' -}- 1)-tuples (q' < q) which 
result from the deletion of one or of several h~i's in (h,1 , his , • • • , h~+l ). 
Consequently, it suffices to prove the statement for the special case 
in which both a and a are e-counters. Then, in fact, the function 
enumerates for each word f the number of pairs consisting of a a -and  
of a a'-factorization of f. 
Let us consider an arbitrary monoid G, a (q -t- 1)-tuple (d) = 
(gl , g~ , " '"  , gq+l) and a (q' -t- 1)-tuple (d ' )  --- (g~' , g2' , " '" , grq,+l) 
of elements of G. 
t f  
We say that (d" )  = (gl ~', g2", "" " , gq, +1) is a ref inement of (d) and 
(d  r) ff it has the following properties: 
f f  t2 
Every gi of (d) is equal to a product g~ -- gJ' or g~ gk+l "'" g~,,  of 
consecutive elements of (d't); the same is true for every g/  of (dr); 
H every g~,, of (d #) is the first factor of a product corresponding to an 
element of (d) or of (d~). 
Because of this last condition q,t < q -I- qt and, consequently, (d) 
and (d') have only finitely many distinct refinements when G is finite. 
The same is true when G = F, a free monoid, because, e.g., any relation 
of the form f = f f "  uniquely determines f'~ for given f ,  f '  ~ F.  
For instance, if (d) = (gl, g~) and (d') = (g t, g2r), the set {(d")} 
of their refinements i empty unless g~g2 = g~rg2t. If this condition is 
met, { (d°)} consists of the triples (g~ , g2", g~') with g~g2" = gl', g2# g~ r = g~ 
and of the triples (gl', g t~, g2) with gltg2 " = gl , g2" g2 -= g~. If gl = g1' 
and ge = g~', the set {(dtt)} contains also the pair (gl, g2). 
This definition concludes the proof because /~ enumerates all the 
a"-factorizations of f where (d ' )  is a refinement of (a) and (a ' )  and, 
consequently, fl = ~ a # where the summation is over all the ~-counters 
corresponding to these refinements. 
We shall have to consider now and in the following section matrix- 
valued functions of F. It will always be assumed that the matrices under 
consideration are finite dimensional matrices with rational entries. The 
matrix-valued function ~ is a representat ion of F if the square matrices 
gf are such that uf f  r = ~flxf r identically for all words f and fl;  it is a 
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finite representation if the set {~f:f  ~ F} is finite; it is a representation 
with bounded denominator if pttf is an integral matrix for some integer 
p and all words f. 
Any entry ~ii' of a matrix-valued function determines a numerical 
function f~f -- (~f)~, of F, and the quantity deg ~ will be defined as the 
supremum of the same symbol over all functions determined by the 
entries of v. 
1.2. To every finite counting automaton ~ there corresponds at least one 
representation # such that ~ is determined by one of its entries. 
PI~OOF: According to 1.1 it is sufficient o prove the statement for a 
linear finite automaton fl of order q. 
Let ~ be a fixed homomorphism of F onto a finite monoid H, and con- 
sider the set a~. (1 _-< j _-< N)  of all the ~-counters of order at most q. 
Let the j th  coordinate at the vector v(f) be equal to aj f  for each j and 
f 6 F. We verify that for each letter x of X there exists u N X N integral 
matrix ~x such that v(fx)  = v(f)t ,x identically. 
This is trivial if q = 0 and we consider a fixed counter a of order 
q > 0 with (a) = (hi,  h2, . - -  , hq+l). We denote by d the ~-couuter 
(h~, h~, . . .  , hq) of order q -- 1 and by a J '  (1 < ]c < K)  the set of 
all the ~-counters a~" of order q with (a J ' )  = (h~, h~, . . .  , hq, h") 
where h 'p satisfies the condition h#~x -- hq+~ . Since afx = a' f  + ~k  a J ' f  
or afx -- ~-]kaJ'f according to ~x = h~+~ or ~x ~ hq+l, our preliminary 
result is proved. 
Since B is a linear combination of the a /s ,  this shows that, in fact, 
is determined by an automaton of the family Ct described in the 
definition 1 of Schtitzenberger (1961) and the complete result follows 
from an elementary construction explained in detail in the same paper. 
Let t* be u given representation of F. A representation ~ of the same 
dimension wiU be called a finite part of order q of t~ if it is a finite repre- 
sentation and if for any (2q - 1)-tuple of words (f~, f2, " "  , f2q-1) 
the product 
#f l,f if i f  ~ " " #f2i-lttfeififi.,+l " " " ttfeq#f~q-1 
where ~f~ = t~f~ - #fi, is identically zero. Thus the hypothesis that 
is a finite parfi of ~ implies that every matrix # belongs to the radical 
of the algebra generated by the matrices t~x (x 6 X) .  We define 0rd  
as the lowest possible order of a finite part of ~ with the convention 
that Ord t* is infinite if ~ has no finite part of finite order. 
1.3. I f  Ord ~ is finite, every function of F determined by an entry of tt 
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is equal up  to a constant factor to a linear finite counting automaton whose 
order is at most Ord ~. 
PRoof:  I f  Ord ~ -- O, the statement is trivial because the hypothesis 
amounts to the assumption that ~ itself is finite and we can assume now 
thatO< q- -  Ord~. 
We consider an homomorphism ~ of F onto the quotient monoid H 
that is defined by the following conditions: 
(i) t f  ~ te if f is not the empty word e. 
(ii) For all f, f '  C F and x, x ~ C X ,  ~fx = q~f'x' = h, say if and only 
if ~f~x = ~ft~xt and ~fx = ~f'x'. 
By hypothesis H is a finite monoid. We define a representation 
(with finite part ~) of H = {h} by setting uh = ~f~x and ~h = ~fx. 
To every (q + 1)-tuple (~)= (h l ,  h2, . . .  , hq,+l) of elements of H we 
associate the matrix 
~ = fihlf~h~ . . .  fihl "." fihq'zhq'+l 
where, of course, fi = 0 and ~e = the unit matrix. Let nowf= xlx~ • • .x,, 
be an arbitrary word expressed as a product of the generators. Since 
= ~ + pwe have 
Developing this expression and observing that on the one hand 
is a representation a d on the other hand any product containing q + 1 
matrices fi is zero, we obtain uf as a sum of terms of the form 
Zfl~x~f2fixu . . .  ~fq,fixq,~fq, +l 
with q' -<_ q. Clearly each of these terms is equal to some matrix ~a as 
defined above and, more accurately, we have the identity ~f -- ~ af~a 
where the summation is over all the counters a of order at most q defined 
above. 
Since the set of all these matrices #a is finite, it is trivial that K~f  
is an integral matrix for all f of F and some fixed integer K and the 
result is proved. 
If  ¢ is any homomorphism of F onto a finite monoid we say that the 
(2p + 1)-tuple (s) = (f~, f2, " "  , f2p+l) of elements of F is ~-special 
if for each i = 1, 2, . . .  , p 
Since 9f is finite, there corresponds to any (d)  = (fx', f~', "'" , f2~+~) 
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a finite positive inter a such that 
(s) = (f~f~b, f~ ,  f~bf3'f4b, f'4~, " ' "  , f~  , f;~f~,+~) 
is ,~-special for all large enough b. 
Also we shall use the abbreviation s(k) for denoting the word 
flf2kf~f4 ~ " "  f~i,f~i,+1. 
1.4. I f  Ord ~ = q is finite and i f  (s) is ~-special, there exists q + 1 
matrices og_S, lg_s, " "  , ~g_s uch that for all k 
U s(k) = E kJT~- s
o~_j~q 
PnooF. By straightforward computation using the development of 
~s (~) as a product of matrices ~ and ft. 
1.5. I f  0 < Ord ~ < ~ , ~ is equivalent o a representation of the form 
) v,~ where ~' is a finite representation and u" a representation with 
Ord #" = Ord # - 1. 
Reciprocally, i f  the representation ~ is in the semireduced form 
I.* = t t  
then Ord # < Ord ~' + Ord #~" + 1. 
PRooF: Let V denote the set of all the vectors v such that for all 
words if, f'1Fif'~f"v = O. 
Because of the hypothesis that ~ admits a finite part #x of order 
q = Ord #~ < ~,  V is not empty and, Mter performing a suitable linear 
transformation, we can assume that V consists of all the vectors having 
their M last coordinates zero. Then, since for all f ' ,  f "  E F and v E V 
one has gf"v E V and fif'v = O, g and ~ have, respectively, the forms 
;) (o ,) 
u = and u = fi,, 
where ~' and ~" are representations and where dim t ,  = M. 
It  follows that ~ = ~ - g has the form 
:,, ::) 
and, since it is a finite representation, the same is true of u'. 
Observe now that the module V* spanned by all the row vectors of 
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all the matrices f~f't~f"(f', f" C F) consists of the vectors having their 
first N -M coordinates zero where N = dim ~ is strictly larger than M 
because of the hypothesis that  0 < Ord t~. 
Direct computat ion shows that  any product f~flttf2f~f3 " . ~f2q-2f~f2q-1 
has the form where n = ~ f~ f2 m,  m = ~ j~t~ j~ and = 
=# lf ~ f! • f! tt ~ J'3~ fir4 f5 " " t~ j~q-2 t~f2q-1 •Because of our remark above on V*, the 
condition that  n = m = 0 identically, which is implied by Ord ~ = q, 
implies itself that  m'  = 0 identically, that  is, finally, that  Ord ~" = 
q - 1 and the direct part of the statement if proved. 
With respect o the second part of the statement, it suffices to prove 
it for Ord ~' = 0 and to apply induction on Ord ~. However, if Ord ~' = 0 
we can use the notations introduced above and the hypothesis that  
Ord / '  = q - 1 implies that  the matrix m'  is identically zero. Hence, 
the matrices m and n are also identically zero and consequently 
Ord ~ <= q. This concludes the proof of 1.5. 
II. VERIFICATION OF THE MAIN PROPERTY 
Let v be any matrix valued function of F. If 
l imk~ ls(k)]-l] ~s (k) ] = 0 
for any (2p + 1)-tuple (s) (and s (k) defined as in 1.4), we write 
deg v = 0. If it is not so, there exists a largest integer q (possibly q = ~ ) 
such that  there exists an integer p and a (2p + 1)-tuple (s) for which 
l imk~ Is (k) l-q[ ~s (k) ] ~ 0. Then we write deg ~ = q and we say that  
(s) is effective for ~. Necessarily deg v _-__ deg ~ and, if these two param- 
eters are equal, their common values is the greatest lower bound of 
the numbers r -_ 0 such that  lira Iz I-,~ I f  I -~ I Pf I = 0. 
As for the symbols deg and Ord, it is trivial that  deg g = deg g' 
for any representation g' equivalent to g. 
Finally, let it be observed that  (with the notations of 1.4) deg g can be 
defined as the largest q' such that  q,~s ~ 0 for some ~-special (2p 4- 1)- 
tuple (s). Indeed, under these las-t-conditions l imk~ Is (h) [-q'[gs(k) I 
is proportional to q,gs. Reciprocally, given any effective (2p + 1)- 
tuple (s') we can choose the integers a and b in such a way that  (s) = 
?a!  
(f,, f~b, j~,  . . .  f'2~, f2vf~p+~) is both effective and ~-special for any 
fixed ¢ and in particular for ~ = g. 
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In order to simplify the proof of the main property II.4, we verify it 
separately in the special case of deg t~ = 0, 1. Our first and fundamental 
preliminary result is a modified version of a classical theorem of Burn- 
side (1911, note j ) .  
I I .1. The three following conditions on a rationally irreducible repre- 
sentation t~ with bounded enominator are equivalent: 
(i) Ord tt = O. 
(ii) For all f, f ' ,  f f  ~ F and ~ > 0, limk~®(1 - ~)k I t~f'f~f #[ = O. 
(iii) The set ITr pf : f  C F} is finite. 
PROOF: ( i )~( i i ) .  The condition (i) is equivalent o the condition 
that z is a finite representation. Hence, it implies that deg t~ = deg ~ = 0. 
Since, trivially, deg z = 0 implies (ii) the result is proved. 
( i i )~( i i i ) .  For any f ~ F and k, Tr t~f k is the sum of the kth powers 
of the characteristic roots pj of t~f. Hence, (ii) implies that for all 
> 0, limk~.~ ~j  pjk(1 -- e) k = 0 and, consequently, that I PJ I <= 1 
for every root pj. It follows that [ Tr ~f [ =< ~-~j I oJ t < dim ~, a bounded 
quantity. Since by hypothesis Tr ~f is a rational number with bounded 
denominator, the implication ( i i )~( i i i )  is proved. 
( i i i )~( i ) .  Let {fj}(1 =< j =< N'  -< N 2) be a basis of the module 
over the rationals spanned by all the matrices tLf(f ~ F)  and write 
f '  -- f f  if and only if for al l j  = 1, 2, . . .  , N '  one has Tr tLf~fj = Tr ~fff~ .
The condition (iii) implies that the equivalence -- has only finitely 
many classes and it suffices to verify that in fact ft ___ f,, only if 
~f l__  ~f,, = 0. 
Indeed, let ~ '  be the module of all matrices m' of ~,  such that for 
all m C ~,  Tr m'm = 0. By definition, for any m' C 9~ t, m C ff~ and/~, 
Tr m'km = 0 and, consequently, all the characteristic roots of m'm are 
zero. Hence, for given m' ~ ~ ' ,  there exists no m C ~ such that the 
first row of m'm is the vector (1, 0, 0, • • - , 0). Since the representation 
t~ is assumed to be irreducible, this shows that the first row of m' is the 
zero vector. The same remark applies to any row of any matrix of ~ '  
and it shows that this set reduces to the zero matrix. By definition, 
f '  ---- f f  only if zf '  - ~f" ~ ~ '  and the proof of ( i i i )~( i )  (and, conse- 
quently, of 1.1) is completed. ;,) o) Let us consider a representation z = such that ~ = 
is a finite representation. If v is any vector, it follows from 1.5 that the 
vector valued function tw (defined as zfv for each f of F) satisfies 
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inequality (leg tw _-< deg tw =< Ord tL = 0 or = 1. There is no loss in 
generality in assuming that after a suitable linear transformation 
V -- {v: deg gv = 0 / consists of the vectors having their last M coordi- 
nates zero where, possibly, M = 0. We say then that t~ is in standard 
form. 
I I .2.  Under the hypothesis tated 
0 ~,~ / 
(~' and ~1 are finite representations with ~1 = pO# ~where both ~o = ~o"] dim M. 
PROOF. By hypothesis the monoid ~F = {~f:f ff F} has a finite number 
H of elements. If the triple of words (t) = (f', f, f " )  is such that ~f'f = ~f', 
zff" --- ~f", t f l  > 0 we write (t) C T (or C T~). 
Trivially, ~ny word g of F of length I g] > H2 admits at least one 
factorization g -- glg2g3 with (gl, g2, g3) C T. Direct computation shows 
that if (t) = (f', f, f " )  C T, the matrix t~t (k) = t~f'fkf " is equal to 
t~t ~°)= tLf'f" plus k times the matrix (00 ~t) where '0  by definition,~t =
, ,f,,f,, ,f,, .  
I t  follows that either ~t' = 0 for all (t') of T and, then, the monoid 
zF contains at most H 2 distinct elements or, otherwise, ~t' ~ 0 for at 
least one (t') C T (which is an effective triple) ~nd deg t~ = deg t~ = 
Ordu=l .  More generally, for any fixed vector w, either(~ o)  W=0 
for all (t) of T and then the set {gfw:f E F} contains at most H 2 distinct 
vectors, or, otherwise, deg gw = 1. 
Thus, we can assume now that M > 0 and, trivially, M < dim t~" 
since t~' is a finite representation. According to the definition of V, it 
follows that g has the form 
/~0 Cp ~,0 tl 
tt 't ttl / 
where the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) dim ~1 = M; 
(ii) The module spanned by all the row vectors of all the matrices 
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~l't ((t) E T) has rank equal to its dimension M; 
(iii) ~0't = 0 for all (t) of T. 
Observe now that for any f ' "E F and (t) -- (f', f, f " )  C T the 
triple ( f ' )  = (f', f, f,rf,,) also belongs to T. Consequently, since ~0't' = 
~'tt~'"f'" = 0 by (iii), it follows from (ii) that t~"' is identically zero. 
Since we have seen that {~0'f:f E F} is a finite set, the proof of II.2 
is completed. 
II.8. Let the representation 
) !o Pl N3 ~i us 
0 ~2 
be in the standard form qf 11.2 with: 
and satisfy the conditions: 
deg(~0 ~" l ) -Ord(~°  ~1"1) =1;  deg~s < deg(~ 1 _  ~.~s)(= q<~) .  
Then deg t~ =>_ q 9- 1. 
Paoo~: According to the remarks made at the beginning of this 
seeti°n'(ii) implies that (~ 1 ~3~2) admits at least one effeetive (2 p -t-1)- 
tuple (s) = (fl, f2, "" • , f~p+l) which is ~-special. Thus, deg ~ > q 9- 1 
unless j~s = 0 for all j _-> 0 as we shall assume now. Then, by hypothesis, 
~s = 0 t 
o;  
with n; • O. 
o, 
exists at least one triple (t') = (gl, g~', g3) satisfying the conditions of 
II.2 which is such that ~,t'n2 ¢ 0. By taking c large enough we can 
deduce from (t') a tr ine (t) = (gl, g2 = g2 '°, g3) which is ~-speeial 
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and for which we have 
lu_t = 0 n2 
0 m~ 
with nln2 = cvl'tn2 ~ O. 
We claim that by a suitable choice of a, b > 0 the (2p + 3)-tuple 
(u) = (gl , g a, gaff, f b, fa,  "'" , f~, , " "  , f=~+~) which is tz-special by 
construction, satisfies the inequality q+~_u # 0 from which the result 
instantly follows. 
Indeed, we have ttu (k) = ~-~,0__<~,,/~ (Y ,J+~"=r' ai~'b ~tj,~_s) and, 
because of the linear independence of the monomials aJb ~', it suffices 
to show that ~tj,~_s ~ 0 for at least one pair (j, j ' )  such that q q- 1 = 
j q- j'. Since for j - I and j '  = q we have 
the statement II.3 is proved. 
0 nln2~ 
o ) O,o 
I I .~. I f  t* is a representation with bounded denominator, then deg t* = 
deg t* -- Ord it. Furthermore, i f  q = Ord t~ is finite, t~ has an effective 
( 2q q- 1)-tuple which is ~-special for some finite part ~ of order q of ~. 
PROOF: Since deg =< deg <= Ord, trivially, we have only to prove that 
deg > deg and deg > Ord. The proof is by induction on dim it, the 
initial case being trivial. 
If ~ is irreducible, the result has already been proved in II.1 since 
this remark shmvs that deg ~ = deg ~, = Ord t* = 0 or = infinity. In the 
latter ease, the condition (ii) of II.1 shows that there exists an effective 
triple. 
(0  o vo) with d im~0>0 Consequent ly ,  we  can assume now that t~ = it1 
where  it0 is irreducible and  where  (by  1.5 and  the induct ion hypothes is)  
deg ~i = deg  ~i = Ord  t~1 = deg  ~ or = deg  ~ - I. Aga in  the result is 
trivial unless q = deg ~ is finite as we shall a lways  assume it now.  
If t~1 is a finite representat ion (in particular if it is irreducible), the 
result is a l ready proved by  II.2 wh ich  shows  that deg tt -- deg  ~ = 
Ord tL = 1 or = 0 according as there exists or not an effective triple. 
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Consequently, we can assume that  Ord . :  = q: > 0 and, by  1.5, that  
.i = .n /  
where Ord .1o = 0 and Ord . : :  = q: -- 1. 
Then , .  has the form 
.10 ?]11 / 
0 .::I 
and, by  applying I I .2, we can bring (~ ?]oo~ into standard fornl. 
\u  . l o /  
Thus, fnally, . has the form 
.100 ?]100 ?]110} = YO 
" ~ \0 0 .101 .1::/ .1 / 
0 0 #11 / \u  
/ .  
where dim UtOl =0 i f  and only if deg {~0 ?]0o)is 0. In  any ease, we 
- -  \u  ,a :o /  
have .o' = .lo0/ a finite representation, .1' = .100/ 
a representation with Ord .1' = q: or q: - -  1. 
Let us distinguish tile two possibilities: o) 
(i) . : '  admits a finite part ~1' of order q: - 1. Then ~,  is a 
finite part  of order q: of . .  Since Ord .  > deg . = q, this shows that  
q: = q. Hence, trivially, Ord .  = deg .  and by the induction hypothesis 
deg . :  = q with an effective (2 q + 1)-tuple of the required type. Since 
deg . is at most equal to q and at least equal to deg tL:, the double 
equal ity is proved. 
(ii) Ord . : '  = q: • Since Ord .11 = q: - 1, by construction, we have 
surely dim .10: ¢ 0 and we can apply I I .3 with the correspondence 
.0' - *  .0 ,  .:o: --~ .~ and .n  ~ .a .  This shows that deg .  => q: + 1 and 
consequently, q: = q - 1. I t  follows that  deg .  -- deg .  = q with the 
required type of effective (2q + 1)-tuple. Furthermore, . i  admits a 
finite part ~: of order q - l and, consequently, ( ;  ° g :O) i sa f in i tepar t  
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of # of order at most q. This proves the double equality in the second 
case and it concludes the proof of the main property. 
III. TWO COUNTEREXAMPLES 
It has been seen in 1.1 that any finite counting automaton is equal to 
a linear one of sufficiently higher order. Our first counter example is 
intended to show that, of course, the converse proposition is not true. 
I I I .1. There exists at least one linear counting automaton of order 
two such that its support cannot be the support of any finite counting 
automaton of order one. 
P~oor:  Let the regular events Fx~ and xy  be defined by the condition 
that f belongs to Fx~ (respectively to x~F) if and only if its last letter 
(respectively its first letter) is x¢. Assume for simplicity that X = {y, z} 
and define8 - a -- a 'where  (a) = (Fy, F, zF) and (a') = (Fz, F, 
yF). Direct computation shows that if f¢ = y~z, f j  = yJz, i ~ j there 
exists for every p > 0 at least one word f '  and integer k such that 
t~p kp ! ~p kp l 
8f¢f¢ 'fi 'fJf = 0 and ~f¢f3 f¢ f~f # O. 
Let now 8' be a finite counting automaton of order one defined by 
a polynomial function of the linear finite counting automata fl¢(i =- 
1, 2, - - . ,  M) of order one. Using the notations of II.2, we assume 
that each 84 is determined by an entry of a representation m admitting 
a finite part g~ of order one. Hence, there exists an homomorphism 
such thatCf  = ef' if and only if gif = g i f ' fo r i  = 1,2, . - . ,Mand 
cF  is a finite monoid. 
Trivially, if ef = ~f', there exists a finite p such that for each i, ~,J" is 
idempotent and direct computation shows that ~iff°PfkPJ " = u~ff,~pfkpf, 
hence 8ffkPfkPf ' = 8ff'kPfkzy ', for every k. 
However, the words f~ considered above constitute an infinite family 
of words which, pairwise, do not satisfy this relation whence the con- 
clusion follows instantly. 
We now prove the closure properties of (R,. 
I I I .2. The family of the supports of the finite counting automata of 
order at most q is closed under intersection and union. 
PRooF: Let/~ and 8' be two finite counting automata of order at most 
q. According to the very definition of this Mgorithm, the function B 't 
and 8"'  of F defined respectively by the identities fl"f = ~fS'f and 
8'"f = (Sf) 2 + (~,f)2 are also finite counting automata of order at 
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most q and we have 
F ' (8  #) = {f 6 F :S fS ' f  ~ 0} = F'(8)  • F'(CF) 
F ' (8 ' " )  = {f ~ r :  (By) 2 + (87) 2 ~ 0~ = F ' (~)  U F ' (~" ) .  
I I I .3 .  The fami ly  61. is closed under set product. 
PROOF: Observe that if (~') = (FJ, F2 ' , . . . ,  F'~,) and (a '~) = 
tf 
(FI",  F2", " "  , F~,,) define the two counters a' and a '~, the (q' + q~)- 
tuple (a ' " )  of regular events (a ' " )  = (FI', F2 ' , ' " ,  F'q,, Ft",  F2 't, 
• .. , Fq",,) defines a counter a"  which satisfies the convolution identity 
oJ " f = ~ { o~ T ~" f " : ff ff' -~ f } . 
Since the convolution product is distributive over the addition, we can 
associate to any pair of finite counting automata 8' and ~" a third finite 
counting automaton 8'"  such that 8" ' f  = ~ { (ST)~(~" f " )2 : f f f f  ' = f l ,  
identically, and the result is proved since, by construction, F ' (~ "~) = 
F ' (8 ' )F ' (8" ' ) .  
It has been shown elsewhere (Schtitzenberger (1961, eounterexamples 
II.2 and I I .3)) that the family of the sets of the form 
F(f l )  = F -- F ' (~)  -= {f C F: f i f  = 0} 
is distinct from 6l, and that it is not closed under the formation of set 
products. 
I I L4 .  For each q > O, 61q_~ ~ 6l~ and, consequently, 61, is not closed 
under Kleene's star operation , .  
PRoof: Let again X = I Y, z} and define the following regular events: 
y ,  = {y, y2, . . .  , y,~, . . .},  Z* = {z, z 2, . . .  , z ~, ...1 
Gq = (Y 'Z* )  ~ (with Go = {e}). 
Hence, f 6 Gq if and only if f = yk'zk" . .. y~pz ~'  • • • yk~zk~' = g(~O, 
say, where all the coordinates/~, /c~', . . -  , kq, l%' of the vector K are 
positive integers. 
If (ap) denotes the pair (Gp(Y*U le})  , Gq_p) of regular events, it 
is clear that the corresponding counter ~p of order one is such that 
~pf = /cp if p 6 Gq, apf = 0, otherwise. A similar construction holds 
for kp' and it follows that the following function 8q is a linear finite 
counting automata of order q: 
8q f= 0 i f f i snot inGq;  
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Hence, f belongs to F~(flq) in all eases except if f ~ Gq and if k~ = k~' 
for some pair of coordinates of K. We show that F ' ( f l )  does not belong 
to ~q-1. 
Indeed, by II.4 any linear finite counting automaton ~' of order q~ 
is determined by some entry of a matrix representation ~ of F admitting 
a finite part ~ of order q'. 
For suitable integers a and b the (4q -~ 1)-tuple (s )  = (yb, y~, ybzb ' 
Z a, z~yb, " ' '  , ybzb, Z a, Z b) is tz-special and for any vector J~ the word 
s (~) = y2b+"i~Z:b+~i~' • • • y2b+"~Z~b+~i~' s equal to g(~) where K = 2bU 
a/~ with U = (1, 1 , - . -  1). 
Consequently, according to 1.3, ~'s (~) is a polynomial, say b~(/~), of 
degree at most Ord/~' in the coordinate of/~. Now, if F(~') = F(fiq) 
they have the same intersection with the set {s (~)} and, consequently, 
b'([~) must be zero whenever k, = k,' for some i < q. Hence b'([~) has 
degree at least q since it admits the product (/~ -- /~')(/~2 -- /~') "'" 
(/~q - /~q') as a factor. 
This concludes the proof that if F ( f )  = F(flq) then F(fl') is not 
contained in (Rq_~. 
We have seen that G1 -= Y 'Z*  belongs to (~ and by definition 
G~* = U{ G~: q > 0}. 
By the same argument as above it follows that F(~') cannot be equal 
to GI* if ~' has a finite order since this would imply that b'(/~) has 
infinite degree. Thus, (~, is not closed under Kleene's star operation. 
Of course for any set F' of 5~, it is possible to construct a f in i te  di- 
mensional integral representation ~ of F such that a word f belongs to 
F ~* if and only if some fixed entry of ~f is not zero [el. Sehfitzenberger 
(1961), p. 258 and 265]. Thus, as a byproduct, we have obtained the 
result that (~. is a proper subfamily of the family of the sets words ac- 
cepted by the automata of a. 
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